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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Hello all,
Just a quick update on where we stand so far, though I know if missed a handful of you that notified 
me a while back. We need to pick up the ball on committee assignments. If you haven’t notified your 
clerk of your intent to serve, please do. My presbytery, for instance, will be making assignments this 
month. And if you’ve notified me but I somehow missed it please let me know! 

Nominating Committee
Kyle Hackmann - Eastern Canada
Andy Moehn - Westminster
Hansoo Jin - Korean Capital
Brian Deringer - Piedmont Triad

RPR
Robbie Schmidtberger - Philadelphia Metro West
Ethan Smith - Piedmont Triad
Andy Wood - Blue Ridge
Dave Lindberg - Metro Atlanta

Overtures
Bruce O’Neil - Chesapeake 

Hope you had a wonderful holiday. Peace in your labors, friends.
JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Hello all,
Just wanted to give you an update on a couple of things:

I. 2018 Overtures Way-Too-Early-Update
-There have been 8 received so far, FIVE from Calvary Presbytery. Here’s a 
link: http://www.pcaac.org/general-assembly/overtures/. I don’t want to open discussion on these yet 
except to observe that the Calvary overtures appear to take aim at the power of Ad Interim 
committees to conduct business through the Assembly, forcing all business through the Overtures 
Committee. There are a couple regarding making BCO 59 (solemnization of marriage) constitutional 
in the hopes of protecting ministers from pressure ot officiate gay weddings. I did not vote for this 
overture when we received it last year in committee, but it was sent back to be perfected. It is back. 
There is also an overture from Tennessee Valley seeking to address holes in the process of restoring
a deposed minister. We will talk about these, and others, in the spring as we approach the Assembly.

II. Committee participation: Here’s the updated tally, NP guys on committees: [update us if you have 
jumped on to one of these]

Nominating Committee
Kyle Hackmann - Eastern Canada
Andy Moehn - Westminster
Hansoo Jin - Korean Capital
Brian Deringer - Piedmont Triad
Sam DeSocio - New York State
Brian Ferry - Ohio Valley
Dan Herron - Central Indiana 
Ben Lyon - Tidewater
Jonathan Winfred - Southwest Florida
Sean Roberts - Northern New England

RPR
Robbie Schmidtberger - Philadelphia Metro West
Ethan Smith - Piedmont Triad
Andy Wood - Blue Ridge
Dave Lindberg - Metro Atlanta

http://www.pcaac.org/general-assembly/overtures/


Wayne Larson - Iowa
Kevin Rodgers - Eastern Canada

Overtures
Bruce O’Neil - Chesapeake 
Jonathan Winfree Southwest Florida

Brothers, get yourself on the Overtures committee, please. Notify your clerks of your intent!

Thanks all,
JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the 
sender]
 Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: ‘ps2211’)

Hello all, 

I. 2018 Overtures Update
http://www.pcaac.org/general-assembly/overtures/. We will open discussion on these after the Easter
holiday. The Calvary overtures appear to take aim at the power of Ad Interim committees to conduct 
business through the Assembly, forcing all business through the Overtures Committee. There are a 
couple regarding making BCO 59 (solemnization of marriage) constitutional in the hopes of 
protecting ministers from pressure ot officiate gay weddings. I did not vote for this overture when we 
received it last year in committee, but it was sent back to be perfected. It is back. There is also an 
overture from Tennessee Valley seeking to address holes in the process of restoring a deposed 
minister. Added to the list is a request to raise the notice from one week to one month when leaving 
the denomination. 

II. Committee participation: Here’s the updated tally, NP guys on committees: [update us if you have 
jumped on to one of these]

Nominating Committee
Kyle Hackmann - Eastern Canada
Andy Moehn - Westminster
Hansoo Jin - Korean Capital

http://www.pcaac.org/general-assembly/overtures/
http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Brian Deringer - Piedmont Triad
Sam DeSocio - New York State
Brian Ferry Jr. - Ohio Valley
Dan Herron - Central Indiana
Ben Lyon - Tidewater
Jonathan Winfred - Southwest Florida
Sean Stessman Roberts - Northern New England
Erik Bonkovsky - James River
Jon Price - Pittsburgh Presbytery
Hace Cargo - Metro Atlanta Presbytery
James Kessler - Columbus Metro Presbytery
Tim LeCroy - Missouri
Justin Edgar - Build That Wall Presbytery
Aaron Baker - Chicago Metro
Joel  St.Clair - Potomac
Peter Rowan - 
EJ Nusbaum - Rocky Mtn.

RPR
Robbie Schmidtberger - Philadelphia Metro West
Ethan Smith - Piedmont Triad
Andy Wood - Blue Ridge
Dave Lindberg - Metro Atlanta
Wayne Larson - Iowa
Kevin Rogers - Eastern Canada
James Kessler - Columbus Metro Presbytery
Tim LeCroy - Missouri

Overtures
Bruce O’Neil - Chesapeake
Jonathan Winfree Southwest Florida
Joshua Reitano - Ohio Valley
James Kessler - Columbus Metro Presbytery
Shane Gibson - Southern Louisiana
Cal Burroughs - TVP
Austin Pfeiffer - Piedmont Triad
Geoff Ziegler - Chicago Metro
Rob Wooten - James River
David Richmon - PNW
Mark Bates - Rocky Mtn
David Lindberg - Metro Atlanta

What this means:
1. If we do not get a dramatic increase in the number of guys on Overtures, this is going to be a very 
difficult and discouraging assembly. My view of overtures over the last couple of years has been that 
those on the committee with a very strong minority viewpoint, perhaps you could call it strongly 
conservative and narrow have been over-represented while the “middle” of the denomination has 
been squeezed out. I think this will be the case, again, unless men are willing to step forward in their 
presbyteries, even where there is a “legacy” member, someone that is willing to be on the 
committee, so they end up serving most years. There’s nothing wrong with asking the presbytery to 
vote on representation to these committees, brothers. Now’s the time to speak up; notify your stated 
clerk of your intent.



2. I expect a hard push (in view of the overtures submitted) to push forward limits on the CMC’s 
scope and effectiveness, and to further restrict any remaining Session discretion regarding the 
election and utilization of women in diagonal roles. While it is true that Overtures may be defeated 
on the floor, neglecting the work of the OC produces a floor agenda that discourages us all and 
prevents an opportunity to send good overtures to the floor. 

TO DO:
1. Be sure you’re serving somewhere.
2. Research the overtures. Set aside a window of time every week, even 20 minutes, to read through
an overture and capture your thoughts. It will be a great help to you in June. 
3. Jump on the NP website and check to make sure your listing, under “roster,” is correct. Some of 
you have transitioned. If you have an update on your listing, please send to todd.g...@icloud.com

Anticipate an NP note every couple of weeks from here on out. 
Brothers, get yourself on the Overtures committee, please. Notify your clerks of your intent!

Thanks all,
JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Quick question

I will be sending an update soon but want to see if we are any closer or overtures 
membership. Does anyone have an update to Overtures membership? In particular, which of 
you have jumped on the Overtures committee?

Overtures
Bruce O’Neil - Chesapeake
Charles Anderson - Central Indiana 
Jonathan Winfree Southwest Florida
Joshua Reitano - Ohio Valley
James Kessler - Columbus Metro Presbytery

https://groups.google.com/


Shane Gibson - Southern Louisiana
Cal Burroughs - TVP
Austin Pfeiffer - Piedmont Triad
Geoff Ziegler - Chicago Metro
Rob Wooten - James River
David Richmon - PNW
Mark Bates - Rocky Mtn
E.J. Nusbaum - Rocky Mtn
David Lindberg - Metro Atlanta
Bruce Terrell - Metro New York
Sam DeSocio - New York State
Charles Garland - Arizona
David Juelfs - South Coast
Hansoo Jin - Korean Capital 

NP NOTE: Beautiful Orthodoxy, October 23-25, 2018
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Dear friends,
You are the first to hear the news that a group of PCA pastors and ministry leaders have created a 
new conference to celebrate the potential for kingdom work in the PCA. For those of you in the NP I 
think this is a great expression of what it means for us to be connectional and missional as a 
denomination. We are particularly hopeful that ministers may bring their wives and female staff 
members with them. The conference is structured with four complete worship services, a number of 
keynote speakers, and several “beautiful orthodoxies” — testimonies of the work of God as we hold 
to the truth of the Gospel. Exciting stuff. Needed stuff. 

Please give it a look and register soon. There are only 300 spots available and we will be sharing the
news of the conference widely beginning tomorrow morning. 

http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/

October 23-25, 2018
More to come. Excited to see many of you in October!

http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the 
sender]

 Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: ‘ps2211’)

I. Joining the NP
II. Overtures committee representation update
III. New GA Schedule
IV. Beautiful Orthodoxy: October 23-25, Cincinnati, OH

In 2 weeks we'll begin more formal discussion of the overtures headed to the assembly
this year, and share any tools of the trade for those who haven't been to GA before. 
Thanks, as always, for participating in the work of the church.
----------

I. New NP friends:
TE Jerid Krulish
RE Todd Phillips
TE Jason Cornwell
TE Israel Ruizore

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


TE Adam Feichtmann

Welcome!

II. Overtures Committee (NP)
Bruce O’Neil - Chesapeake
Charles Anderson - Central Indiana 
Jonathan Winfree Southwest Florida
Joshua Reitano - Ohio Valley
James Kessler - Columbus Metro Presbytery
Shane Gibson - Southern Louisiana
Cal Burroughs - TVP
Austin Pfeiffer - Piedmont Triad
Geoff Ziegler - Chicago Metro
Rob Wootton - James River
David Richmon - PNW
Mark Bates - Rocky Mtn
E.J. Nusbaum - Rocky Mtn
David Lindberg - Metro Atlanta
Bruce Terrell - Metro New York
Sam DeSocio - New York State
Charles Garland - Arizona
Adam Feichtmann - South Coast
Hansoo Jin - Korean Capital 
Dave Abney - North Florida
Kevin Twit - Nashville
Travis Scott - Pittsburgh
Josh Eby - South Texas

Let me know if you should be added to this list! I'd say that so many of you willing to 
jump in and participate at the OC is a good sign for this year's assembly. 

III. New GA Schedule
Just a quick note: if you check out this year's Assembly schedule you may be 
surprised to see that the Overtures committee report is scheduled for Friday AM, 
when you may be expecting to be catching a flight home. This is a big deal. Obviously
if a large percentage of the Assembly is at the airport, whatever minority is left over 
could have a disproportional effect on the assembly. I'm guessing there will be an 
attempt to amend the docket since altering the travel plans of 1000 or so people is less
likely than getting the docket amended. At any rate, if you can change your plans 
please do so.



IV. Beautiful Orthodoxy: October 23-25, Cincinnati, OH
Check out this new PCA pastor’s conference taking place October 23-25 in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, the purpose of which is to celebrate and promote a beautiful 
orthodoxy in our denomination. This conference was born out of the vision for the 
PCA expressed in many places, including Ray Cortes' General Assembly Sermon, "A 
Beautiful Orthodoxy." Lots of worship, some great ministry stories, preaching, 
equipping. It is our hope that this will be a yearly opportunity for pastors, their 
spouses, and their ministry staff to be ministered to and rest in hope. More 
information here: 
http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com

NP Note
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

A quick note to let you know that as members of the NP you are free to use our discussion group on 
Facebook.
We are beginning discussions on overtures there. 

To join follow this link:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/237759476709705/?ref=bookmarks

I am also glad to discuss any issues via the NP website if you are not on Facebook. My intent is to 
provide the platform most conducive to discussion. 

The list of overtures to the Assembly can be found here: 
http://www.pcaac.org/general-assembly/overtures/

More to come! 
JK

http://www.pcaac.org/general-assembly/overtures/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/237759476709705/?ref=bookmarks
http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/


This week’s GA prep.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Hello all,
Just want to give you a heads up that by the middle of the week we will send along a collaborative 
document summarizing some of the discussion occurring on the NP Facebook page about particular 
overtures. We just want to make sure everyone has access to the best resources for an informed 
vote. This will be a draft document, and I hope to inform it further through your responses. Please 
feel free to dialogue with me and I will share your views on a second draft later in the week.

As in former years you will have an overtures guide (NOT a “voting” guide, but overtures 
advice/resources), and a schedule for the week, including key voting moments. Let me know if there 
is more I can do to help you navigate the GA.

Looking forward to seeing many of you in seven days!
JK

2018 NP overtures advice (first draft)
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

This is the first draft of the 2018 GA overtures advice book. Lots of help putting this together. Call it 
the Little Red Book. I’m kidding.

A few notes:
1. I anticipate this draft changing as we continue our discussion here and as the NP guys on the OC 
talk a bit.

2. Overture 8 may shift. I deeply respect Cal Boroughs and it was sent from his session. I’ll give him 
every opportunity to shift the thinking.

3. Please, Please, Please remember that this is a consensus advisory document. It is particularly 
helpful to those who feel a little lost in the weeds at this stage. NO ONE is expected to conform. We 
want unity, not uniformity.

4. Last you are NOT free to share this document outside the NP, but you are free to share the 
advice.

Here’s the link: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s79ekg3p727lvl5/2018%20PCA%20GA%20Advice.pdf?dl=0

ssauls
<ssauls@christpres.org>
unread,
Jun 8, 2018, 6:01:21 AM





to james, National Partnership

James, I can't tell you how much I personally appreciate the hard work you do on this. 
You serve us well and we are all so grateful.

Scott S.

NP: Newer version of overtures advice
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

My apologies to you all, the version sent out earlier is not as up to date as this proper version - see 
esp. overture 13.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/n8z9rbpbs43gzlw/2018%20PCA%20GA%20Advice%28V2%29.pdf?dl=0

Advice re: overture 3
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to NP

Received this background and thought it was a helpful counter to our advice on Overture 3

“I write to give some background to my opposition to #3 that actually came to GA from my 
presbytery: South Florida. Our session came through a very painful case that went to the GA. We 
sought wisdom and direction through the Stated Clerk of the GA's office during this time as our 
session had never taken any matter to the SJC. During the process, we learned that a brother was 
consulting for the individual who did so much damage to our staff, session, and congregation. This 
brother armed someone who has caused significant harm to the church and the PCA as a whole.

It was during this time that I became disabused of bringing outside counsel to church sessions and 
presbyteries as a whole. I could see/can see the day when cases/trials/complaints are "litigated" 
through the courts of the church with roving experts who relish the idea of going before a church 
court. These folks enjoy the very things we hope to avoid. I think the original BCO provisions were 
wise to protect the courts from this as much as possible. I hope we will not open the door further. As 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/n8z9rbpbs43gzlw/2018%20PCA%20GA%20Advice(V2).pdf?dl=0


things stand now, anyone can seek the wisdom of others as they deal with matters before the courts 
of the church. This should be more than enough help.”

GA SCHEDULE.
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to NP

Most updated GA schedule with important vote times. NOTE: anything not a SPECIAL ORDER is 
subject to change. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fm2wmvvvtdcpbm/GA46%20SCHEDULE.pdf?dl=0

GA day one review, today’s schedule.
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to NP

Hello all,
Wanted to give you a little of a review of what’s happened so far in the GA.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fm2wmvvvtdcpbm/GA46%20SCHEDULE.pdf?dl=0


1. The Overtures Committee results generally followed the line of our OC advice, with one 
exception. Overtures 13/26 were denied, allowing for unordained persons to have the ability to vote 
on committee. To me the ruling by our CCB that the overtures were in conflict with the constitution 
provided too high an obstacle to overcome. For those who are not sure they are ready to have the 
vote given to, for instance, women in committee meetings, the CCB recommendation was an easy 
way out. My guess is that we will see this type of overture again in 2019, but without the 
constitutional conflicts.

2. There is some rumbling that the OC “declined to make traditional marriage 
mandatory/constitutional,” through the declining of multiple requests to dust BCO 59 (pious advice 
on Marriage) with constitutional power. This is, at best, a distortion of the work of the committee and 
should be corrected wherever it is heard. What the OC said by declining those overtures is that 
“traditional” marriage is ALREADY constitutional and mandatory via our standards (WCF et al.). The 
OC saw overtures which would not reinforce but simply repeat what is said elsewhere. Given that 
BCO 59 was not written with constitutional language, it seemed odd to grant that chapter 
constitutional power. We can praise God that that the OC knocked on the walls establishing Biblical 
marriage in the PCA and found they are, still, load-bearing. 

GA SCHEDULE
This link gives you our current schedule including key votes. We will let you know when it is updated 
as times change: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fm2wmvvvtdcpbm/GA46%20SCHEDULE.pdf?dl=0

-The moderator election and first session of the assembly are of critical importance as we amend the
docket to ensure that overtures are voted on Thursday instead of Friday. Please be there to vote at 
3pm.

-RPR is scheduled for 4.30p. Last year an unfortunate action of the Assembly reversed a key finding 
of the committee due to very low voter participation. Do not miss this committee report, please!

Vote reminder: 10 minutes
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to NP

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6fm2wmvvvtdcpbm/GA46%20SCHEDULE.pdf?dl=0


The moderator vote and amended docket vote will take place in 10 minutes. Come
To the assembly floor.

NP advice regarding nominations.
3 views
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to NP

[you may not share this document without the author’s permission]

Tomorrow, at 11.15a, we will stop whatever’s occurring at the General Assembly in order to obey a 
special order and hear the report of the Nominating committee. I wanted to provide you with my own 
conclusions and rationale in the hopes that it may help you to decide for yourselves. I believe this is 
an excellent slate and heartily recommend them. As always, the NP are free to vote however they 
believe the Lord to lead. 

NOTE: The chairman will share with us a set of nominees that were approved by their presbyteries, 
then stood against multiple other candidates (in most cases) at the Nominating Committee meeting 
and prevailed in those votes in order to come to the floor as recommended. The Assembly has the 
right to put up “floor nominees” to oppose the recommended slate of candidates from the committee.
If you are not sure your candidate will be selected by the committee but the candidate has significant
name recognition, making them a floor nominee, in many cases, may be a way to avoid the process 
of approval by both presbytery and committee. While we should all agree that a provision allowing 
floor votes is wise and helpful, it is fair to conclude that the floor nominations come with less “weight”
and approbation. 

Here is my recommended slate, with rationale

ADMIN COMMITTEE
TE David Richter
TE Kevin DeYoung
Despite DeYoung’s significant blogging personality, his relatively short time in the denomination (I 
believe this is his 2nd attended GA) and narrow experience in PCA polity pales in comparison to 
Richter’s broad and deep experience in the PCA, experience which is useful on the permanent 
committee of administration. 

TE Walter “Jerry” Schriver
TE Carlton Wynne
There is a mountain of evidence in Schriver’s bio that he has the administrative experience and 
interest when compared with Wynne’s primarily academic experience. For the Administrative 
Committee, this is of primary importance, the defining criteria. 



TE Ian Hard
TE Bob Brunson
Again, this is a question of fittedness for the particular committee. Brunson has twice chaired this 
committee; his institutional memory is helpful and needed.

RE Jon A. Ford
RE Frank Cohee
Ford has proven, repeatedly, to be suited administratively - chairing multiple organizational boards. 
While Cohee has some experience in administrative matters before the church, it does not 
overcome Ford’s advantage, and his place as the committe’s candidate. 

CCB
TE Joel St. Clair
TE Steve Tipton
CCB requires a breadth of knowledge regarding the operation of the Assembly and the Assembly’s 
constitution. While Tipton has a commendable presbytery record, it is not at St. Clair’s level. The 
CCB’s work is critical to the proper function of the Assembly. I am more confident in St. Clair, the 
committee’s nominee. 

COVENANT COLLEGE
TE Leon Brown
TE Brian Cosby
While Cosby has significant author credits to his name, this is a position focused on the nurturing of 
a higher education mission, and both seem to have a hand in the education mission of Covenant. 
When the bios are this close in terms of obvious qualifications, it isn’t unreasonable to consider the 
question of diversity. As one of our fifty-something African American ministers, it would be valuable 
to welcome Leon’s input by adding him to the committee. His role in the Women in Ministry study 
committee is useful for a school whose enrollment is mostly women. 

CDM
TE Chad Bailey
TE Danny Kwon
Danny’s experience in Education Ministries instruction would seem to be a natural fit for CDM

COVENANT THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
TE Doug Serven
TE Aaron Myers
I am grateful for the influence of RUF ministers at the seminary level. Beyond the value of this 
RUF/Covenant partnership, I would have serious questions about TE Myers for this particular post. 
Please forgive me for speaking here about my concerns, I know “speeches against” nominees are 
typically out of order! But Just a few years ago on the floor of the GA TE Myers spoke at length 
about the fact that the General Assembly has the “blood of our covenant children on its head” for our
tolerance of paedocommunion (a charge completely without evidence, and a speech which could 
not be considered “temperate”). Consequently, this does not seem to be a wise post for TE Myers.

ICR
TE Kevin Rogers



TE Caleb Cangelosi
For a committee aimed at growing our proper inter-denominational relationships, It would seem that 
a man whose experience spans several denominations would have useful input on this committee. 
Additionally our strategic plan calls for increased diversity on these committees. TE Cangelosi is 
from Mississippi valley, a very well-represented region. Rogers, is one of the few and proud from 
Eastern Canada. It seems useful to grow in diverse representation. Rogers is also the committe’s 
recommendation.

MNA  
RE Charles Dumas
RE Keith Goben
RE David Marr
Goben’s experience in helping to lead a church planting movement in a very difficult place makes 
him an ideal and superior choice for MNA

MTW
TE James Richter
Maranatha Chung
Richter has been the alternate for consecutive years. His experience in ministry to cross - cultural 
contexts is significant. He knows the committee well and should be an easy transition into voting 
member.

RUF
RE Chuck Duggan
RE Todd Phillips
Both are excellent. But Duggan’s RUF-committee experience is preferred. 

THEOLOGICAL EXAMINING COMMITTEE
RE Hans Madueme
RE David Talcott
Hans is far and away more qualified for this role. 

Thank you all. I hope this is helpful! Please let me know if you have any further questions. You are 
more than welcome to share this advice, I only ask that you not forward this document. 

TOMORROW MORNING, 11.15A IS THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE. PLEASE BE THERE TO 
VOTE, THESE MARGINS WILL BE VERY SMALL. 

Prayer for Sean Roberts’ dad
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to NP

Brothers,
Woke up to find an email sent a few hours ago by Sean Roberts and he gave me permission to 
share. He is on his way out of Atlanta as his father has suffered a massive heart attack. This was 
completely unexpected and the prognosis is not good. Please pray for Sean and his family. And pray
that our Lord may be pleased to save his Father’s life.

VOTE ALERT
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to NP

Nominating Committee beginning NOW.

Overture on abuse and sexual assault
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

NP squad,

I’m well on my way with an overture for a study committee on abuse and sexual assault. The goal 
would be to supply the church with (1) pastoral care resources, (2) policy recommendations, and (3) 
an exploration of changes to the Rules of Discipline that protect victims.

If you’re interested in helping me refine it, please let me know!

Jeremy
--
Rev. Jeremy M. Mullen
Reformed University Fellowship, Harvard University
www.harvard.ruf.org
jeremy...@ruf.org
978-473-1383

Jerid Krulish
<pastor@solochristo.org>
unread,
Jun 15, 2018, 5:35:44 PM





to jmullen79, TheNP@googlegroups.com

Count me in. 

__________________________________________________________________
Jerid E. Krulish
Pastor, Westminster Presbyterian Church
Vancouver, WA
www.solochristo.org

Chairman, Pacific NW Presbytery Credentials Committee/
http://www.pacificnorthwestpresbytery.com/credentials-committee/

http://www.pacificnorthwestpresbytery.com/credentials-committee/
http://www.solochristo.org/
tel:(978)%20473-1383
https://groups.google.com/
http://www.harvard.ruf.org/
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to pastor@solochristo.org, jmullen79, TheNP@googlegroups.com

Excellent! Please all respond ONLY to Jeremy in order to keep from flooding the rest of the NP 
thanks! Glad to see this moving forward!

Final NP NOTE
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to NP

Well the 46th General Assembly is in the books. 

As always, my last note is full of bullet points because it’s all I’ve got at this point in the week!

- The leadership of the PCA was further clarified this week. The people leading this denomination 
are: Irwyn Ince, Alex Jun, Lloyd Kim, Derek Halverson, Howie Donahoe, Larry Hoop, Bruce O’Neil, 
Sean Lucas, Mike Khandjian. That’s a good group. We are in good hands. That’s an incredible 
change from six years ago when we started the NP.

- We put to bed the ridiculous question of whether the PCA is willing to own her constitutional 
statements regarding biblical marriage. On to the next crisis.

- We are within reach of asserting a proper view of the ministry of women in the PCA. Practice is 
still a long ways away, but I believe the change in our polity leading to women on boards and 



agencies in the PCA is only one year from reality. If men are going to exercise authority in the courts 
of the PCA in true fruitfulness, they will require the committee work of both men and women in 
service to the Lord’s Church. 

- Central Indiana presbytery saved us from a fawning Morton Smith memorial on the floor of the 
Assembly. Because any MS memorial reading would require Central Indiana’s more honest 
memorial to be read as well, the Smith contingent at the Assembly was willing to have the memorials
ruled out of order. Dan Herron is owed a real debt of gratitude. Thank you, brother.

- We unequivocally spoke in favor of abused and bullied women. Even where we did not have a 
remedy available to us, there were floor speeches and prayers that allowed us to speak publicly so 
that those hoping and watching would know that they are not alone. The PCA continues to trend 
toward a real, strong, unity in the body for the sake of those who need an advocate. This kind of care
is dear to the heart of Jesus. I was grateful to see it. May it result in greater vigilance and a more 
robust polity that maintains the church’s core ministry to outsiders. 

You won’t hear from me for a while, but thank you.
Last night we shared a toast among NP guys and others in my room. What I expressed there I want 
to express here: we cannot do this without you. It is one man, one vote on the floor of the GA, in the 
Nominating committee and RPR, the Committee of commissioners and the SJC. You are all doing 
your part to help lead the Church whose head is Christ. We are blessed to know that we are not 
alone in our love for the PCA and commitment to her well being. Thank you, thank you. 

May our God grant you delight and rest in your labors, and may you experience deep joy as you are 
Christs to the sheep and the lost ones and the little ones in your cities. 

e.j.nusbaum.b7ci
<e.j.nusbaum.b7ci@statefarm.com>
unread,
Jun 15, 2018, 9:57:59 AM





to james, NP

And let us not forget that Ruling Elders are no longer required to be grave. J

 

I would be willing to gather and work with a group to figure out the path and proper sequence/steps 
needed to get the BCO changed so that non-ordained persons may be added to the appropriate boards 
and agencies.

 

Thanks for your good work James!



 

In Him!

EJ

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>
unread,
Jun 15, 2018, 11:14:54 AM





to kevinjtwit, e.j.nusbaum.b7ci, NP, ssauls, dcassidy3817, vomarortiz, David Richter

Everyone who has asked to be a part of this effort:

Scott Sauls
David Cassidy
EJ Nusbaum
Omar Ortiz
Sean Lucas
David Richter
James Kessler

Looks like a good group to me. I would consider adding Larry Hoop as well.

servenator
<servenator@gmail.com>

unread,
Jun 15, 2018, 4:49:21 PM





to james, kevinjtwit, e.j.nusbaum.b7ci, NP, ssauls, dcassidy3817, vomarortiz, David Richter

AMEN!!!!!

-

Rev. Doug Serven



dcassidy3817
<David.Cassidy@christcommunity.org>
unread,
Jun 15, 2018, 5:09:45 PM





to james, kevinjtwit, e.j.nusbaum.b7ci, NP, ssauls, vomarortiz, David Richter

I’m all in. 

David Cassidy Sent from my iPhone

Dan Herron
<dan@hopebtown.org>
unread,
Jun 15, 2018, 7:37:00 PM





to dcassidy3817, james, kevinjtwit, e.j.nusbaum.b7ci, NP, ssauls, vomarortiz, David Richter

So great to be laboring alongside this band of brothers 
I’m praising God for his work in our midst 

Custom, thumb-typed message from...
Dan Herron

Beautiful Orthodoxy
2 views
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<james@newcityhilliard.org>
Jun 27, 2018, 1:05:44 PM





to NP



Hello all,

Sorry to ruin your post-GA radio silence, but I wanted to remind you that registration continues for 
Beautiful Orthodoxy, a PCA-centered conference for ministry practitioners. We are excited about the 
impact of this kind of gathering to inspire and equip. We hope you can make it!

So much of what we see in our denomination is polarized, truncated theology applied. I, along with 
Ray Cortese and Josh Reitano, wanted to put together an annual conference that was specific to the
work of the Kingdom in the PCA, a conference that helped us collaborate and celebrate the 
orthodoxy at work in our denomination. Some of you went to the Gathering Dinner (Mike Khandjian’s
group) during General Assembly. Think of Beautiful Orthodoxy like Mike’s dinner, but spread over 
three days.

We hope you can join us by registering at the link below. Can’t wait to see you all. 

Best,
JK

http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com

Why I’m taking my team to the Beautiful Orthodoxy conference
1 view

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>
Jul 26, 2018, 7:39:53 AM





to NP

I wanted to take a moment to give you some insight into the value and importance of the upcoming 
Beautiful Orthodoxy conference, October 23-25. No doubt, there are a lot of conferences out there 
designed to help you think about “mission,” and “gospel,” not to mention “ministry.” Certainly this 
conference does that as well. But as a church planter, with a very small budget, I thought I’d tell you 
why I’m paying to bring six of my leadership team members with me:

1. This is a PCA-centered conference. I want my people to understand why we are in this 
denomination, and what God can do in and through us as we lock arms with churches across the 
country and around the world. There are truly beautiful stories and vistas that aren’t shared until we 
create a forum to share them.

2. While there is much information, there is even more spiritual formation. I need this - my people 
need this too - desperately, and it is good for us to hear the Gospel preached and ministered by 
someone else every once in a while. We need to be inspired and shaped for our work together! We 

http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/


patterned this conference on four values we feel are intrinsic to orthodoxy: beauty, truth, love, and 
rest. There will be     a lot     of worship, and some incredible preaching, the Lord’s Supper will be shared, 
we will pray and sing with a wonderful - truly wonderful - group from Grace DC and New City Cinci. 
We expect you to leave being healed and renewed. 

3. I want my people to see a broader view of the PCA than the typical suburban context. I want 
them to see men and women from all walks of life teaching and challenging and sharing the story of 
the Gospel in ways that allow us to dream bigger for Hilliard, Ohio, where we live. Maybe you want 
that for your people too, in your context. 

We would love to have you join us. If you’re already planning on it, would you consider registering
soon? We are trying to nail down some fun fellowship opportunities for the evenings that require a 
good sense of our group size. To that end we have created a tiered pricing for the conference. Those
who have already signed up have taken advantage of the early-bird rate of     $175  . That number 
jumps to     $200     on August 21st, and     $225     October 1st.

You can register at: 
http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/registration.html

Thanks for considering this - hope to see you there!

James Kessler

Beautiful Orthodoxy is just TWO weeks away!
1 view

james
<james@newcityhilliard.org>
Oct 10, 2018, 3:15:55 PM





to NP

Just two weeks away, this conference will be an incredible celebration of what it looks like for people 
in ministry to express orthodox faith in the world. If you’re a ministry practitioner in the PCA this 
conference is for you. Wonderful worship, preaching, teaching, community. Still time to sign up. 

As I’ve said before, I believe this is a wonderful opportunity in the life of the PCA to gather and 
dream about what we can accomplish as a connectional denomination. I hope I see you there!
JK

http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/

http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/
http://beautifulorthodoxypca.com/registration.html
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